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Abstract Although deep learning has proven to be a successful 

and widely used technology across various industries, its 
drawbacks such as large models and difficulties in layout and 
maintenance in practical tasks have gradually become prominent. 
In view of the limitations and issues with the traditional method of 
measuring antenna parameters for Mobile Communication Base 
Stations (MCBS-APM), we are exploring the development of a 
new system that is designed to overcome the inefficiencies and 
potential risks associated with conventional labor-intensive 
methods. An effective measurement system which is composed of 
a Novel Instance Segmentation Network with Dual Attention and 
Focal Loss can accurately fathom out the antenna parameters in 
mobile communication base stations and completely subvert 
traditional measurement methods. To begin with, antenna video 
data is collected by unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) which flies 
around the base station; then a designed instance segmentation 
network is employed to process and segment mobile 
communication base station antennas. At last, we implement 
real-time adjustments to control the actions of the UAV based on 
algorithmic measurements displayed on the accompanying mobile 
application. Our measurement system has been shown to greatly 
enhance measurement efficiency and accuracy, as evidenced by 
the results of our experiments. Quantitative results that are in line 
with industry standards show that our measurement system has 
strong robustness and reproducibility. 
 

Impact Statement  The angle of down-tilt for mobile 
communication base station antennas is critical in ensuring 
optimal network coverage and communication quality. Tradition- 
ally, measuring the antenna declination parameters has been 
inefficient and poses danger to engineers as they have to climb 
base stations. We propose a fully automated MCBS-APM system 
using UAV. Our effective measurement system, which is 
composed of a Novel Instance Segmentation Network with Dual 
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Attention and Focal Loss, represents a significant improvement 
over traditional methods MCBS-APM. With the results from the 
conducted experiments, it is fully proved that the proposed 
measurement system excels in improving efficiency and accuracy 
during measurement. Quantitative results in line with industry 
standards show that our measurement system has strong 
robustness and reproducibility. 
 

Index Tems Antenna Parameters; Deep learning; Instance 
segmentation; Measurement system; UAV. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ITH the top spot of the competition occupied by deep 
learning technology again and again after the appearance 

of deep learning [1] by Hinton, the industry community has set 
off application researches on deep convolutional neural 
networks [2]. Under the premise that academia and industry 
promote mutual development, various new technologies have 
been proposed and verified with countless examples of 
successful applications in deep learning technology. More and 
more industries [3] have encountered bottlenecks in traditional 
methods for its difficulties to satisfy market demand. They tried 
to use these technologies which can make it easier and more 
efficient to change or even subvert traditional methods. 

Optimal down-tilt angle is a vital consideration that impacts 
network coverage and communication quality. The down-tilt 
angles are essential parameters for characterizing the 
orientation of an antenna in mobile communication networks. 
Adjusting these angles is crucial in the network optimization 
process of mobile communication systems. The down-tilt angle 
is the angle between the antenna and the vertical plane. This 
industry is suffering from problems such as insufficient 
efficiency and uncontrollable risks of traditional methods. In 
response to these problems, some researchers proposed 
methods relying on expensive hardware equipment. On the 
basis of kinematic structure, an evaluating system without 
contact was developed by Xu et al [4] which can estimate the 
accurate posture through a small amount of antenna images as 
well as some simple operation conducted on the smartphone 
and though lacks accuracy with an error of 2 , which fails to 

satisfy the communication industry standard. In addition, 
Pedras et al. [5] proposed a novel quality of experience model 
that utilizes radio frequency channel indicators to estimate 
user-perceived quality. They determined the optimal antenna 
down-tilt angle by considering the average opinion score level 
and manually adjusting it accordingly. Undoubtedly, the 
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Fig. 1. The structure of our system. In particular, (a) highlights the key functional modules of the mobile application, such as UAV control and management, 
visualization of UAV flight parameters and antenna positions, and display of measurement results generated by the algorithm module. (b) presents the mechanism 
by which the UAV transmits its video stream to the high-performance algorithm server via the 5G network and generates real-time measurement results. Lastly, (c) 
delineates the functional modules of the UAV control subsystem. 
 

contributions of the above methods should be acknowledged, 
and yet simultaneously their problems such as high labor costs, 
considerable measurement errors and demanding measurement 
environments are also worth noticing. Similarly, we develop a 
novel instance segmentation network with dual attention and 
focal loss for the system to measure the antenna down-tilt 
parameters for responding to these thorny problems. Firstly, 
UAV is utilized to fly around the base station to obtain antenna 
video data; then, 5G technology is adopted to transmit captured 
video data, and a designed instance segmentation network is 
employed to process captured video data and segment mobile 
communication base station antennas. Finally, Android 
Application (APP) displays algorithmic measurement results in 
real-time for the convenience of controlling UAV actions. 
Figure 1 can be referred to the architecture of the proposed 
system. The quantitative results that are in line with industry 
standards prove the strong robustness and reproducibility of our 
measurement system.  

We conducted multiple empirical studies to showcase the 
efficacy of our system and compared it with existing methods 
to demonstrate its superiority as the most advanced approach. 
Our work contributes in the following ways: 

1) This work proposes an efficient measuring system of 
antenna parameters to take the place of traditional 
methods for MCBS-APM that conduct with labors. 
Quantitative results that are in line with industry standards 
show that our measurement system has strong robustness 
and reproducibility. 

2) A novel general-purpose instance segmentation network 
with a dual attention module placing channel attention 
before spatial attention is proposed. Self-adaptive refining 
the features is presented to produce prime mask of each 
antenna and take the measurement of the antenna 
parameter. And focal loss is adopted to reconcile the 
serious imbalance between negative and positive samples. 

3) Our results indicate that the proposed method achieves 
superior performance in terms of speed and precision 
compared to existing state-of-the-art approaches.. 

The structure of the essay is as follows: Section II analyses 
the related works in how to address the relative problems, while 
Section III introduces the efficient measuring system of 

antenna parameters. Section IV provides an explanation of the 
experiment outcomes, and lastly Section V summarizes the 
work and expectations in this area. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Instance Segmentation 

Instance segmentation [6] occupying an essential, compli- 
cated and demanding position in computer vision, is able to 
localize different categories of object instances among different 
images for facilitating the prediction of the object 
instance-mask at specific pixel as well as the object class-label. 
Its application mostly lies in autonomous driving, surveillance 
and parameters measuring. With the appearance of 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), scholars have 
proposed numerous instance segmentation frameworks, such as 
[7-10], where the rapid growth of the segmentation accuracy 
can be clearly observed. In [10], a series of experiments 
verified Mask R-CNN to be a direct as well as rapid instance 
segmentation approach. Fast/Faster R-CNN [11-12] has been 
shown to achieve superior results in predicting segmentation 
masks, compared to Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) [13], 
attributed to its use of box-regression and object classification. 
The Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [14] can effectively 
capture stage-wise network features to enhance model 
performance. Specifically, the FPN utilizes a vertical network 
path and lateral connections to extract semantically rich 
features. The FPN architecture has shown impressive 
performance in numerous real-world scenarios, including 
autonomous driving, industrial inspection, and medical 
imaging, among others. 

B. Attention Mechanism 

Derived from deep learning, attention mechanism shares 
similarities with the attention mechanism of human vision in 
selecting the key information, ignoring other unimportant 
information and focusing on the important points among much 
information. With the proposal of [15], the effectiveness of the 
attention mechanism has been further proved, and it also 
opened a new era of attention mechanism research. Wang et al 
[16] introduced non-local operations that is the opening work of 
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attention mechanism in computer vision, using self-attention 
mechanism to establish remote dependence. A module of dual 
attention mechanism, connecting the channel attention module 
as well as the spatial attention module by cascading was 
introduced by Woo et al [17]. This module enjoys wide 
applicability and can be integrated with any feed-forward 
convolutional neural network. Since context fusion fails to use 
the relationship between objects in the global view, Fu et al [18] 
raised a dual attention network based on a self-attention 
mechanism for seizing feature dependence in the spatial and 
channel dimension in respective manner. Specifically, double 
attention modules are attached to the dilated FCN so as to 
establish the sematic dependence model on the spatial and 
channel dimension respectively. As more and more research is 
conducted on attention mechanisms, their operation methods 
are becoming more and more diverse. But they all have a 
common core idea: to apply greater attention weight to the 
more interesting aspects of the feature. 

C. Focal Loss 

Focal Loss [19] specializes in analyzing a group of sparse 
hard examples, which can effectively protect against massive 
easy negatives flooding the detector in training. Romdhane et al 
[20] optimized a deep CNN model with a new loss function 
named focal loss, for favorable performance in detecting 
certain heartbeat categories (particularly for unbalanced data 
sets). The evaluation results also tell that assisted with focal 
loss function the classification accuracy of minority ethnic 
classification and the overall index can be improved. Building 
upon the application of focal loss in image-based object 
detection, [21] introduces an extension of binary cross entropy 
for point cloud-based object detection. Their evaluation 
demonstrates that focal loss yields the most significant 
improvement in 3 dimensional object detection compared to 
other examined hyperparameters. Li et al [22] proposed focal 
loss and channel attention in network design for the purpose of 
enhancing feature representation learning and improving 
tracking performance with attention to the interdependence of 
channels and the data imbalance between foreground and 
background. Focal loss can be adopted in multiple practical 
applications, mainly to improve unbalanced number of difficult 
and easy samples, and it can improve network performance in 
different computer vision tasks. 

D. UAV 

Results have proved that UAVs enjoy autonomy and 
flexibility in varied situations and tasks, so they can be applied 
in various fields. Samaras et al [23] introduced the application 
of counter UAV related tasks to many different sensors data 
and the improvement of deep learning after fusioning 
information with multi-sensors to facilatate the future 
application of counter UAV. Barbedo et al [24] turned to drones 
and deep learning technology to monitor the herd. The 
experiment confirms the feasibility of animal detection and 
determines the ideal ground sample distance. Furthermore, in 
[25] the trade-offs of deep convolutional neural network-based 
object detectors were discussed, highlighting their ability to en- 

Algorithm 1:  
Flowchart of the proposed system for MCBS-APM 

Input: 
The latitude and longitude of the MCBS to be tested. 
Output: 
The APP interface displays the down-tilt angle d , area a , 
number of antennas n , and aspect ratio r of each antenna. 
Step1: Enter the longitude and latitude of the MCBS to be 
tested in the APP; 
Step2: UAV flies to the base station to be tested and orbits 
the base station according to preset parameters; 
Step3: UAV captures antenna video and transmits it to the 
server in real time via high-bandwidth 5G network; 
Step4: Algorithms in server process videos shot by UAV; 
Step5: The number of antennas n  is determined by the 
algorithms based on the pixel coordinates and threshold 
(with an empirical value of 50 for multiple verification); 
Step6: Algorithms segment antennas and measure 
parameters (aspect ratio r , are a and down-tilt d ) of 
antennas; 
Step7: App displays the antenna parameters measurement 
results; 
Step8: UAV returns and ends the measurement task. 
 
able UAVs to perform vehicle detection tasks in resource- 
constrained environments. According to Markov decision 
process and the partially observable one, Walker et al [26] 
designed a deep reinforcement learning framework for UAV 
indoor environment navigation. From all these fruitful 
achievements, it can be seen that UAVs with on-board cameras 
and computer vision functions of embedded systems widely 
enjoy increasing popularity in applications. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM AND METHOD 

With the above prior knowledge and our exploration in 
measuring the antenna, an effective as well as reproducible 
system was designed for evaluating the antenna whose 
operation under a novel instance segmentation network was 
demonstrated in algorithm 1. To begin with, antenna video data 
is collected by UAV conducting random flying around the base 
station. Afterwards, the data obtained including data preproce- 
ssing, instance segmentation, and antenna parameter fitting and 
measurement, is to be processed by the designed novel instance 
segmentation network; at length, the APP layout in mobile 
terminal displays the content obtained by UAV and the 
measurement results of antenna parameters, and monitors the 
flight status of UAV in real time throughout the entire process. 
Experiments have proved the feasibility of this proposed 
system, while the market has verified its reproducibility and 
portability. 

A. UAV Module 

In this work, we define some certain flight parameters such 
as a flight radius of 5m and a flight angular velocity of 3 /s so as 

to capture antennas images of mobile communication base  
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Fig. 2.  Samples of Antennascapes database: (a)-(d) from training set; (e)-(h) from testing set. 

 
stations in various scenes and weathers for establishing a 
dataset named Antennascapes including 1,500 training images 
and 219 testing images is divided with some samples presented 
in Figure 2. VIA (VGG Image Annotator), a tool annotating 
images with open source, is adopted to annotate the front, side 
and front side antennas of training set which only have the 
annotation of antennas but the angle information. In other 
words, their down-tilt angle and other parameters cannot be 
acknowledged. Then professional workers are required to 
adjust down-tilt angle to a certain value (detailed in Table ) to 
construct a testing set which are also captured by UAV. There 
are 219 images in testing set which have no annotations but 
angle information. The creation of a testing set can not only 
verify the robustness and accuracy of the proposed instance 
segmentation algorithm but also demonstrate the effectiveness 
of the designed antenna parameter measurement system. 

B. Instance Segmentation Module 

With the continuous change of crowd density, the frequency 
of antenna parameter measurement and down-tilt adjustment is 
getting higher and higher. Regarding the challenges above, 
traditional methods are conducted with labor, while SOTA 
methods rely on expensive hardware equipment. This paper 
designed a novel instance segmentation network to solve these 
industry issues and the flowchart of our proposed algorithm can 
be seen in algorithm 2. 

It is effective that the novel instance segmentation network is 
utilized to segment the antennas while a fitting and measuring 
module could get the antenna parameters using the pixel 
coordinate of segmented antennas. Figure 3 explains the 
architecture of proposed method. Among them, a basic network 
framework is built with the RetinaNet [27] based on FPN and 
resnet101. Masks for antennas in the proposed method are 
constructed through two simple parallel tasks, which is varied 
from traditional ones. Due to the utilization of fully connected 
layers in FCN to produce a group of prototype masks, which are 
identical in size to the primitive image, this turns into one 
parallel tasks. 

The other one requires an extra prediction head added to 
detection branch so as to predict  

Unfortunately, because Antennascapes precisely lack data 
with high possibility leading to training difficulties and  

 
overfitting, transfer learning [28] suitable for small samples, 
which is proved by many studies is introduced to dispose of the 
problem appropriately. 

Drawing inspiration from [17-18, 29], our design includes a 
dual attention module that refines the intermediate feature map 
at each convolutional block, utilizing both channel and spatial 
attention in turn. Since the assembly process is extremely 
lightweight, we can incorporate the dual attention module into 
every two convolutional layers seamlessly.  

The severe imbalance of the method in positive and negative 
samples was solved by the Focal Loss, which successfully 
lessens the weight of a huge amount of simple negative ones. 
We implemented several empirical studies with the above prior 
knowledge to prove the effectiveness of our designed network. 
Simultaneously, comparative experiments were conducted be-

Algorithm 2:  
Flowchart of designed instance segmentation network 

Input: 
A video of MCBS. 
Output: 
The number of antennas and their corresponding parameters. 
Step1: Input a video of mobile communication base station; 
Step2: Preprocessing module performs framing operations 
on the video and obtain antenna images; 
Step3: The framed images are successively processed to 
generate prototype masks p and their corresponding mask 

coefficients m ; 

Step4: Generate new prototype masks p using the most 

uncertain points extracted from the prototype masks and 
subsequently re-predicting the segmentation results; 
Step5: Calculate the mask M for each antenna by 

multiplying m and p , and applying a threshold filter; 

Step6: The antenna parameters are obtained by processing 
the mask M using a fitting and measurement module. 
Step7: The value of n , representing the number of antennas, 
is established by applying a threshold to pixel coordinates, 
whereby the value of multiple-verifications for the empirical 
parameter is set to 50. 
Step8: Number n of antennas, parameters of each antenna. 
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Fig. 3.  The structure of proposed dual attention measuring network. 

 

tween the proposed methods and existing ones on the same 
dataset, whose outcomes attest to the feasibility of lacking 
hardware in the designed instance segmentation network. 

a)     Instance Segmentation Module 

Serial logic can be implemented using two-stage models that 
utilize re-pooling operations like ROI (Region of Interest) [10, 
12]. However, alignment is required in [10] to map features to 
the bounding box, which makes it difficult to accelerate 
two-stage models. Despite efforts made by FCIS to parallelize 
re-pooling operations, it remains slow due to too many 
post-processing steps. In contrast, a full convolution model for 
segmenting instances in real-time [8] can achieve both 
precision and speed effectively. 

As the first instance segmentation model that operates in 
real-time as a one-stage model. It directly integrates the mask 
branch into the one-stage detection algorithm, eliminating the 
need for ROI pooling. Learning from [8,10], the proposed 
instance segmentation network detailed in Figure 3 adopts 
one-stage object detection structures and a mask branch for the 
segmentation of antennas, which can speed up segmentation 
with details listed in [30-31]. The construction of masks for 
antennas is implemented with two simple parallel tasks, which 
is different from traditional instance segmentation tasks, and 
adds a dual attention mechanism module between the 
convolutional layers. In one of the parallel tasks, semantic 
vectors produced by fully connected layers in FCN are used to 
create prototype masks that match the size of the original image. 
In another parallel task, an additional prediction head is 
integrated into the one-stage object detection branch. This 
makes predictions that aid in the one-stage object detection task. 

encode every anchor with the representation of instance in 
prototype space, which indicates the full utilization of the 
border of convolutional layers in engendering spatial coherent 
masks. Lastly, matrix multiplication is conducted to assemble 
with both spatial correlation preservation and one-stage model 
structure maintenance, featured with exceedingly efficient 
operation. 

b)     Transfer Learning  

Transfer learning can reduce data from new domains by 
transferring features in low and middle levels from a related 
problem to a new one. Hence, with the adoption of transfer 
learning in a model which conducts image recognition with a 

huge number of images, it can alleviate the obsession due to not 
enough samples in an effective manner and realize the likely 
favorable performance. In this paper, transfer learning is cap- 
able of offsetting the dearth of antenna samples in the proposed 
instance segmentation network and measuring system.  

The results obtained from the experiments effectively verify 
the function of transfer learning, whose theory is explained 
below. By utilizing knowledge taken from the source domain 

sD and the domain corresponding to sT and TT , transfer learning 

enhances the ability of the object prediction function ( (.))f T in

TD , where it is assumed that either the domains or learning 

tasks are different ( s TD D or s TT T ). For TD , a limited 

number of antenna samples are used, while sD consists of 

numerous images from various categories in MS COCO [32] or 
ImageNet [33]. Transfer learning is employed as a means of 
improving model performance as a result of the similarities 
between acquired models. 

c)     Dual Attention Mechanism 

The instance segmentation network proposed in this study 
incorporates a dual attention mechanism module (DAMM) that 
is simple yet effective. The module makes use of an 
intermediate feature map to determine the attention weight 
along the channel and spatial dimensions, which is then applied 
to the original feature map for feature adaptation. Since the 
assembly process stands extremely lightweight, any CNN 
architecture can seamlessly integrate the DAMM with minor 
extra overhead. DAMM is a powerful attention mechanism for 
deep neural networks that enhances the representational power 
of convolutional blocks and its key advantage lies in its ability 
to adaptively recalibrate feature maps in a channel-wise and 
spatial-wise manner, thereby improving the model's capability 
on various computer vision tasks. Any basic CNNs is suitable 
for the end-to-end training of the dual attention mechanism. 
Both of these details can be referred to Figure 4. 
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Fig. 4. illustrates the architecture of the dual attention module and its two 
sub-modules, namely the channel attention and spatial attention modules. 

 

The dual attention module consists of two sub-modules: the 
channel attention module and the spatial attention module. 
These sub-modules utilize max-pooling and average-pooling 
outputs and share a common network. The spatial attention 
module combines similar outputs along the channel axis and 
maps them to a convolutional layer. The channel attention 
module highlights important features, where each channel 
represents a detector. By employing max pooling and global 
average pooling, the module gathers spatial features and 
captures diverse feature information, as following: 

 
1 0 1 0

( ) ( ( ( )) ( ( )))

           (( ( ( )) ( ( ( )))

c MLP Avg MLP Max

C C
Avg Max

M F Sigmoid f Pooling F f Pooling F

Sigmoid W W F W W F
  (1) 

The input to the model consists of a feature map F with 
dimensions H W C . Initially, 1 1 C channel descriptors 
are derived from the feature map, employing both maximum 
pooling and global average pooling operations. Subsequently, 
these descriptors are passed through a standard two-layer 
neural network, wherein /C r  and C denote the number of 
neurons in the first and second layers, respectively, while ReLU 
represents the activation function. Subsequently, attention 
coefficients cM are generated by applying a sigmoid activation 

function to the obtained features. Multiplying these coefficients 
with the original feature F produces the new feature after 
scaling. Finally, the spatial attention module processes 
meaningful features using the equation shown below. 

7 7

7 7

( ) ( ([ ( ), ( )]))

           ( ([ ; ]))

s Avg Max

S S
Avg Max

M F Sigmoid f Pooling F Pooling F

Sigmoid f F F
              (2) 

Both attention modules utilize feature F , which represents 
the spatial dimensions H W C and the channel dimension C , 
as the input. Spatial attention module initiates with the 

introduction of an average and a max pooling of a channel 
dimension for two 1H W  channel description as well as for 
the splice of these two descriptions together according to 
channels. Subsequently, the weight coefficient is generated by 
passing through a 7×7 convolutional layer followed by a 
sigmoid activation function. Finally, multiplication is 
conducted on the feature F and the weight coefficient so as to 
obtain the new feature after scaling. Both of the attention 
modules are suitable for any basic CNNs regardless of how 
they are combined parallelly or sequentially. Experiments tell 
that sequential combination with channel attention mechanism 
placed ahead of spatial attention shows more favorable results. 
The two attention modules feature with the advantages of 
saving parameters and plug-and-play module into the current 
network architecture. 

d)     Focal Loss 

As we know, in object detection and instance segmentation, 
a single image can generate thousands of candidate positions, 
but only a few of them actually contain objects, resulting in 
imbalanced categories. This category imbalance can signific- 
antly impact the optimization direction of the model and lead to 
unsatisfactory outcomes. To address this, we incorporated focal 
loss, a variant of conventional cross-entropy loss, into our 
training process. Focal loss serves to downweight easily 
classified samples, placing emphasis on the more challenging 
ones and prioritizing their learning. Focal loss achieves this by 
introducing a tunable hyperparameter called the focusing 
parameter, which weakens the contributions of easy examples 
and hence emphasizes more on the hard ones. In this way, the 
focal loss helps to alleviate the effect of category imbalance and 
leads to more accurate object detection and instance 
segmentation. Focal Loss is shown here: 

t t t tFocalLoss(p )= - (1- y ) log(y )                       (3) 

When a sample is classified incorrectly, resulting in a small tp , 

the modulation factor (1 ty ) will be prone to 1, standing for no 

change with the comparison to the original loss; then the 
weights of the well-classified samples are adjusted down. On 
the contrary, when ty approaches to 1, it shows the correctness 

and easiness of the classification for samples, and meanwhile, 
when the modulation factor (1 ty ) is prone to 0, this sign 

represents the small contributions to the total loss. If 0 , we 

take the focal loss as the traditional cross-entropy loss. And

shows positive correlation with the modulation coefficient. The 
focus parameter smoothly reduces the proportion of the 

weights of easily separated samples. Increasing  enhances the 

influence of the modulation factor. It is proved by abundant 
experiments that 2 is the best value of . 

e)     Fitting and Measuring Module 

Least squares method, is adopted to facilitate the calculation 
of the antenna parameters through studying the connection 
between the masked pixels. Least squares method weighs 
heavily in the analysis with a large amount of data. The 
3/5-pixel value coordinates are obtained by removing the two 
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Fig. 5.  The flowchart of the algorithm proposal. 

 

 
Fig. 6.  The APP operational interface of the measurement system for antenna parameters . 

 
edge pixels on either side of the mask. These coordinates are 
specifically selected to accommodate the downward tilt angle 
of the antennas. Least square method is conducted for the 
purpose of fitting the selected pixels on two sides of antenna 
linearly to obtain a pair of slopes, and then calculate the 
arctangent of the pair of slopes to obtain the down-tilt angle of 
each side, finally the antenna down-tilt angle can be regarded as 
the average value of the antenna down-tilt angle of both sides. 
Based on the above prior knowledge and theoretical research, 
an overall description of the proposed instance segmentation 
algorithm is given. There are two stages in total. During 
training phase, transfer learning is for transferring the model 
trained by coco. After initializing the weights, the network is 
trained and the model is optimized using the training images 
from the constructed dataset. The dual attention module 
embedded between every two convolutional layers is used to 
make the network acquire more features from the target area, 
which should strengthen the model robustness. In the testing 
stage, the UAV flies around the base station to be tested to 
obtain antenna testing video, and transmits the obtained video 
to the server in real time through 5G transmission. And then the 
video is preprocessed by operations such as framing to obtain 
antennas testing images, and the optimal model is utilized to 
process these testing images to obtain the mask of each antenna. 
Finally, the fitting and measurement module is utilized to 
analyze each mask and extract the parameters of individual 
antennas. The overall framework of the proposed system is 

depicted in Figure 1, showcasing the key components and their 
interactions. Additionally, Figure 5 provides a comprehensive 
flow chart illustrating the algorithm designed for the system. 
These figures collectively present a visual representation of the 
system's architecture and algorithmic workflow. 

C. APP Module 

With the popularization of mobile Internet and technological 
development and progress, the focus of product has become 
one of the key issues that users pay attention to. To this end, we 
have developed an Android Application (APP) to perfect the 
system for measuring the antenna parameters in mobile 
communication base station. The main functions of this APP 
are to control and monitor the flight status of UAV, display the 
flight parameters of UAV and the measurement results of each 
antenna parame- ters to ensure a better user experience. With 
the app being put into use, facts have proved that it is effective 
for improving work efficiency. The operation interface of part 
of the APP is shown in Figure 6. The figure shows that our 
proposed system is performing antenna parameter measure- 
ment, and the measurement result has also been returned to the 
APP interface. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

We arrange a Core i9 CPU computer with 64G memory and 2 
Titan RTX graphic cards with 48G in the experiments. Further-
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(a)                                              (b)                                                (c)                                            (d) 

Fig. 7.  Outputs from every dual attention module on resnet50, in which the former two images are at down-tilt angles of 5 and 12 while (a)-(d) separately refer to the 
attention maps between every two convolutional layers. 

 
TABLE  

EXPLANATION OF ANTENNASCAPES 
 Number Annotation Angel Information 

Training set 1500   
Testing set 219   

 
TABLE  

DISTRIBUTION OF THE TESTING SET 
Testing set including information on angel investors 

Angel 1° 4° 5° 6° 7° 8° 9° 12° 15° 
Number 13 25 22 30 25 23 22 39 20 

 
TABLE  

RESULTS OF COMPARING VARIOUS TRANSFER MODELS 
 MS COCO [32] ImageNet [33] 

T F T F 
Segmentation accuracy 87.73% 72.90% 86.91% 72.90% 

Fitting accuracy 70.83% 59.68% 70.09% 59.68% 

 
TABLE  

A COMPARISON TABLE IS PRESENTED FOR THE RESULTS OBTAINED FROM 

VARIOUS FEATURE EXTRACTION NETWORKS, WITH AND WITHOUT THE 

APPLICATION OF DUAL ATTENTION MECHANISM. 
 Resnet101(%) Resnet50(%) Darknet53(%) 

T F T F T F 
Segmentation accuracy 63.54 63.22 72.91 61.73 68.71 67.07 

Fitting accuracy 51.63 38.83 59.68 37.83 47.59 35.36 

 
more, we also adopt pytorch1.1.0 and Ubuntu18.04 operating 
system. A dataset called Antennascapes which is full of natural 
scenes from low-altitude areas is established consis- ting of 
1500 training images and 219 testing images. Some images 
from the database are shown in Figure 3. Because all the images 
are shot by UAV flying around the station, they all possess 
higher resolution than MS COCO [32] and ImageNet [33] and 
more favorable pixel preciseness for GT instance segmentation. 
The training set consists of 1500 artificially and accurately 
labeled images, while the testing set consists of 219 images that 
were manually labeled at specific angles (1-degree, 4-degree, 
5-degree, 6-degree, 7-degree, 8-degree, 9-degree, 12-degree, 
and 15-degree) to test the pre

 

A. Analysis of Transfer Learning 

For the positive correlation between the training samples 
quantity and the trained model accuracy, we introduce transfer 

learning method to make up for inadequate samples. The 
weights from models trained on MS COCO and ImageNet are 
used for initialization to prevent random weight initialization. 
The model only uses the resnet50 and FPN modules to transfer 
weights from these models. Table  displays the segmentation 

and fitting accuracies achieved by this approach. The T
column stands for the designed network with transfer learning 

F
transfer learning. After the comparison, it is known that a more 
favorable accuracy in both segmentation and fitting is realized 
in MS COCO dataset model through the weight initialization of 
MS COCO dataset model, compared with that in ImageNet 
dataset model. Apparently, with the assistance of transfer 
learning, a favorable growth can be observed in both of the 
accuracies. These obvious performances can be convincing that 
transfer learning can tremendously raise the accuracy in 
segmentation among tasks with small samples. 

B. Analysis of Dual Attention Mechanism 

We train all models at the batch size of 16 on two GPUs 
transferring MS COCO pre-trained model which has been 
experimentally proved that the performance is better than when 
using ImageNet pretrained model. The pretrained batch 
specification is not frozen and an additional BN layer is not 
added since the arranged batch size is able to adequately meet 
the standard of batch norm. The model is trained using SGD 
with an initial learning rate of 10-4 for 10000 iterations. The 
learning rate is divided by 10 at iterations 2000, 7000, 8000, 
and 8500, with a momentum set at 0.9 and a score threshold of 
0.247. Weight decay of 55e  is employed, and all data 
augmentations are carried out in SSD. The processing of our 
1500 training images costs 10 to 12 days. 

Figure 3 shows the distribution of section 3, in which every 
two convolutional layers are inserted with the dual attention 
(channel attention ahead of spatial attention). We evaluate the 
effectiveness of our dual attention module by combining 
various feature extraction networks (resnet101, resnet50, 
darknet53) and the FPN network. The evaluation is conducted 
under the pre-training model of MS COCO, and the specific 
comparison results are presented in Table IV. In this 
comparison, the segmentation accuracy is measured as the ratio 
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Fig. 8. The testing image contains data for an antenna with an actual down-tilt angle of 12 degrees. The measured down-tilt angle is recorded as 12.03 degrees. 

 
TABLE  

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF BACKBONE MODELS USING MULTIBOX LOSS  

Backbone 
Segmentation 

accuracy 
Fitting 

accuracy 
Time(s) 

Resnet101 63.54% 51.63% 0.15 
Darknet53 68.71% 47.59% 0.13 
Resnet50 72.91% 59.68% 0.14 

 
TABLE  

COMPARISON OF RELATED METHODS ON THE SAME DATASET 
Loss Segmentation accuracy Fitting accuracy Time(s) 

Multibox[31]  72.91% 59.68% 0.14 
Triplet[34] 75.24% 67.48% 0.12 
Center[35] 100% 80.16% 0.14 
Circle[36] 100% 80.25% 0.12 

Focal 100% 85.17% 0.13 

 
TABLE  

MEAN ERROR AND VARIANCE ANALYSIS 
GT Angle 
(degree) 

1 4 5 6 7 8 9 12 15 

Mean error 0.42 0.34 0.75 0.26 0.09 0.19 0.09 0.17 0.35 

Variance 0.09 0.46 0.17 0.15 0.43 0.30 0.06 0.14 0.12 

 
TABLE  

COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED METHOD WITH OTHER EXISTING METHODS ON 

THE SAME DATASET 

Method Backbone 
Segmentation/ 

Detection 
accuracy 

Fitting 
accuracy 

Time 
(s) 

Faster R-CNN [12] Resnet101 89.85% - 3.08 

YOLOv3[30] Darknet53 92.72% - 0.01 

YOLOX-S [37] Darknet53 85.95% - 0.01 

YOLOX-M [37] 
Modified 

CSP 
94.48% - 0.22 

DETR [38] Resnet50 91.22% - 0.59 
CenterNet [39] DLA-34 98.80% - 0.03 
R-CenterNet DLA-34 98.80% 74.33% 0.04 
S2ANet [41] Resnet50 90.01% 61.33% 0.06 

Mask R-CNN [10] Resnet101 99.44% 58.20% 5.95 
Ours Resnet50 100% 85.17% 0.13 

 
of segmented non-back antennas to all non-back antennas. 
What is more, most often, less than 1-degree deviation between 
measured and real value can be overlooked in practice. 
Therefore, we can define fitting accuracy as the proportion of 
the amount of segmented front-side antennas, whose down-tilt 
angles are evaluated within 1  compared to the real down-tilt 

angles of the quantity of detected front-side antennas. 

of a dual attention mechanism module within the network. In 
Table , it is written with the best segmentation accuracy at 
72.91% and fitting accuracy climbs to 59.68%. This 
performance belongs to resnet50 with dual attention. We 
compare the figures also from resnet50 but without attention 
mechanism, which are listed in the next column. The figures 
present a great improvement in the accuracy of segmentation 
and fitting. Attention maps engendered from dual attention 
module in resnet50 with FPN can be referred to Figure 7. The 
theory in these images is that the red color positively correlates 
to the contribution made to the final prediction result while the 
blue color does the opposite. 

C. Analysis of Focal Loss 

We compare segmentation accuracy, detection accuracy, 
fitting accuracy and time spending of proposed method with 
other current Loss Functions including Multibox Loss [31], 
Triplet Loss [34], Center Loss [35], and Circle Loss [36]. The 
training strategy and all data augmentations in this work are 
based on SSD, so is Loss function. Therefore, under the 
premise of controlling the same training strategy and evaluation 
criteria, Multibox Loss is introduced to the proposed method to 
conduct experiments on different backbones which are detailed 
in Table  to find the best performing backbone on our instance 
segmentation task. It is proved that when the backbone is 
Resnet50, the test evaluation criteria are the best. Then, the 
feature extraction network was unified as resnet50, and we 
conducted comparative experiments with different loss 
functions. Table  describes that when focal loss is adopted to 
our network, the segmentation accuracy and fitting accuracy 
perform best. Finally, Comparative experiments between 
methods which are detailed in Table  are conducted with the 
same dataset. 

D. Analysis of Fitting and Measuring Module 

In Figure 3, the Fitting and Measuring module is imposed to 
fit and measure parameters of mask of each antenna output by 
the instance segmentation network. This work requires 
professional workers to adjust the down-tilt angle for daily use 
and compares it with the results of our proposed algorithm 
within the allowable error range so that the Fitting and 
Measuring module can verify itself. In measuring the antenna 
parameters, measurement errors within one degree are allowed. 
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An image in testing set with actual down-tilt angle as 12 degree 
is processed by our proposed network to get the antennas masks, 
and the Fitting and Measuring module is adopted to measure 
the down-tilt angle. Figure 8 clearly shows that the 
measurement result is 12.03 degree. It is surprised to find that 
the measurement result of our proposed system is not only 
infinitely close to the actual angle but also exceeds most of the 
manual random measurement results. 

Our method demonstrates inspiringly satisfying performance 
in the discussed field compared to current advanced methods, 
which indirectly proves and emphasizes the potency and 
essentialness of dual attention mechanism by transfer learning. 
Table  provides enough data to choose the 
best-performance model through the comparison of the 
deliberated and the actual angles. Since the error value of each 
group is less than 1 degree, it conforms to the requirement of 
the industry. Meanwhile, we have conducted a mean error and 
variance analysis of the proposed method. Among them, error 
is the numerical value of the deviation between the true and the 
measured value. From Table , it can be reached that the 
proposed system has well performance of good effectiveness 
and stability and the measurement results are not volatile from 
mean error and variance analysis. It is surprising that 
fluctuation can be barely observed at the same angle according 
to the error analysis in testing set. This attests to the outstanding 
stability and reliability of the proposed system in this work. 

E. Comparisons of other SOTA Methods 

In Table VIII, the proposed approach is compared with the 
current most advanced models, and Resnet50 is used as a 
feature extraction network. The evaluation metrics applied 
contain detection accuracy, segmentation accuracy, fitting 
accuracy and time cost. It has been shown that our approach 
surpasses all other methods in these aspects. Notably, since the 
object detector head outputs an axis-aligned bounding box, 
only the detection accuracy can be compared, and the fitting 
accuracy is not reported. To enhance the orientation prediction, 
we incorporated a branch for predicting the rotation angle of the 
bounding box in CenterNet's [39] head, which transformed it 
into a rotating object detector. The accuracy rate of the 
inclination angle measurement for the test set was 74.33%, 
whereas S2ANet [40] achieved a measurement accuracy of 
61.33% following the same bounding box rotation angle 
prediction principle. Nonetheless, experiments further 
demonstrate that the rotating object detector can only offer a 
rough estimation of the object's orientation and cannot be 
applied to the precise angle measurement scene since the 
inconsistency of angular boundaries is a long-standing 
bottleneck and challenge of the orientation detector. 
Conversely, the proposed method attained a detection accuracy 
of 100% and a fitting accuracy of 85.17% in the test set, and the 
average measurement time for all segmented antennas in the 
image was 0.13s, surpassing the accuracy of segmentation and 
fitting. Verification by some existing deep learning-based 
detection methods and instance segmentation algorithms has 
shown that our method is effective. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We present an innovated measurement method for antenna 
parameters measurements in mobile communication base 
station, which replaces traditional measurement methods with 
human labor involved. A novel instance segmentation 
framework is designed with the employment of dual attention 
module. The combination of fitting module and Focal loss can 
accelerate the evaluation of antenna parameters. After complete 
experiments, we can acknowledge that the adoption of proper 
training strategies can produce satisfying performance in the 
automatic measurement of antenna parameters. Comparisons 
conducted among current instance segmentation algorithms and 
detection algorithms derived from deep learning methods and 
our method verify the predominant performance of our method 
in rapid recognition and favorable fitting accuracy. Moreover, 
our proposed method stands with less manual interference, 
better efficiency and higher safety than the traditional methods. 
At length, it is forecast that our proposed method for antenna 
parameters measurement will occupy a significant place in 5G 
era featured with high bandwidth and concurrency and low 
latency. 

However, there are still many research challenges in this 
work. When deploying the model in real industrial scenarios, it 
relies on high-configured servers, and the remote server is 
affected by the network signal from the local end. To achieve 
long-term fully autonomous AI measurements, the algorithm 
needs to be lightweight and directly integrated into the drone 
flight system to break free from the constraints of servers and 
devices. Furthermore, the proposed method can currently only 
measure the down-tilt angle of antennas. The automatic 
measurement of more antenna parameters, like azimuth angle 
and weak coverage areas, has yet to be resolved. 
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